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BMW R1200GS PD NERF

Thank you for purchasing Happy Trails products. Our products are proudly hand made in Boise
Idaho, USA. If you have any questions or concerns about the installation of this product, please contact us directly at 1-800-444-8770 or e-mail installation@happy-trail.com.
Before you begin, place the bike on a hard level surface where you have room to work. Lay out the
parts included in this kit and compare to the parts list on the final of these instructions. If any parts
or hardware are missing, contact us immediately at the number or email listed above.
Step 1
Fig1
If removing the OEM engine guards, begin by removing the bolt and brace under the cylinder head on each
side of the bike. This will leave a 10mm hole open and
available for the NERF bar installation. See Fig 1.

Step 2
Figure 2 is used as an example only of how the mounting plate attaches to the engine block below the cyliner
head. Do not install the plate in this step. Note the
M1065C bolt’s location, in the forward hole exposed
during step 1, and the bushing’s location, which slips in
to the large hole just to the rear of the 10mm bolt. No
new bolt is used at the bushing location. The OEM engine mounting bolt already in place remains there. The
curved section of the mounting plate is pointed upward
as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2

Fig 3
Step 3
On the right side engine guard, bolt the mounting plate
to the bottom of the guard using two M825S bolts, four
M8 Flat Washers, and two M8N nuts. Do not tighten
these bolts completely. Note for later installatin: M8N
nuts requre a 13mm box end wrench for tightening.
Place the M1065C bolt with flat washer through the
foremost hole in the mounting plate. Place the long
powder coated spacer on the M10 bolt as shown in
Fig 3.

Step 4
Insert the bushing on the mounting bar into the large
hole in the frame. Begin threading the M1065 bolt into
place but do not tighten completely.

Fig 4

Step 5

Fig 5

Insert the bushing at the upper attachment point and
begin threading an M620S bolt along with M6 Flat
Washer into place between the cylinder head and fuel
tank as shown in Fig 5. Do not tighten this bolt completely.

Fig 6
Step 6
Repeat the process on the left side of the motorcycle by
installing the left mounting plate as shown in Fig 6 and
bolting it loosely in place.

Step 7
Loosely bolt the left side upper attachment point in
place using an M620S bolt and an M6 Flatwasher as
shown in Fig 7

Fig 7

Step 8
Fig 8
Bolt the cross member together using two M825S bolts
as shown, with the right side tab in front of the left,
four M8 Flat Wahsers and 2 M8N nuts. Tighten these
bolts to 18 ft/lbs.

Step 9

Fig 59

Tighten the remaining bolts to the following specifications:
M10 bolts should be tightened to 27 fl/lbs
M8 bolts should be tightened to 18 flt/lbs
M6 bolts should be tightened to 9 ft/lbs

Recommended Tools:
6mm Allen Wrench
5mm Allen Wrench
17mm box end wrench or
socket
13mm box end wrench

Hardware List:
Right and left side NERF bars
Two mounting plates
Two steel powder coated spacers
*Note - black powder coated
spacers and mounting plates
were used in this photograph for
contrast and visibility. spacers
and plates will match the PD Nerf
color.
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